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Key Takeaways
SUMMARY
• Despite continued online growth, stores will continue to play a crucial role in retailing. However, they are in dire need of a revamp to stay
relevant and drive footfall and conversion. Retailers must re-imagine the role of retail space as more than purely transactional.
• In an omnichannel world, the evolving role of the store requires it to meet higher customer expectations and, as such, facilitate more
complex fulfilment and engagement tasks. A Connected Store provides real-time access to sales, inventory and customer data.
• But the Connected Store, by definition, must therefore make use of the latest embedded devices and communications technologies,
including social, mobile, analytics and cloud (SMAC), as well as Auto-ID and proximity systems or customers will simply go elsewhere.
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TRACK AND TRACE: Data and image communications plus Auto-ID technologies, such as mobile tracking, video analytics, barcodes or
image recognition, can help to monitor inventory and shopper behaviour instore. Data gathered from tracking systems can support
increased levels of traceability and better informed decision-making processes to optimise merchandising and customer service.
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SENSE AND RESPOND: Sensors, embedded devices and tracking technologies, as well as advances in machine learning, artificial
intelligence (AI) and the concept underpinning the Internet of Things (IoT), will enable retailers to automate more business and
customer engagement processes. This can enable context-driven supply chains and customer service in real-time.
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EVERYTHING “SELF”: Shoppers will increasingly use their own mobile devices to access digital shopping tools that enhance both
the online and offline shopping journey. Self-service technologies will play an even bigger role in enabling all phases of the
shopping journey in the store as well as online, from browsing and discovery to promotions, payments and fulfilment.
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MERGING ONLINE AND OFFLINE WORLDS: Brick-and-mortar stores can enhance their offerings virtually and online to bring more
of the physical shopping experience to the shopper using Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). But these technologies
are also helping to drive footfall, conversion and make instore engagement more immersive.
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AUTOMATED STORE OPERATIONS: Automation technologies, including Auto-ID and robotics, should no longer be restricted to the
supply chain and logistics operations. They are increasingly used to enhance visibility and management of inventory and activities
within the store. And the data they provide can also be used to drive or enhance customer-facing applications and offerings.
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STEIP factors shaping technology demand over the next five years

SOCIETAL

TECHNOLOGY

ECONOMIC

INDUSTRY

POLITICAL

Ageing populations,
shrinking households and
rising urbanisation will
provide opportunities in
the small store space.

Technological advances in
areas such as AI and
robotics will result in
greater levels of
automation across both
customer-facing and back
office operations.

Pressure on middle and
lower income households
will drive demand to shop
for value.

While an increasing share
of sales and sales
preparations shift from
bricks and mortar to
online, up to 90% of
transactions will still be
finalised instore.

While uncertainties remain
on tariffs and cross-border
trading, political pressure
to increase minimum wage
levels in developed
markets, alongside natural
increases in developing
markets, will put further
pressure on labour costs.

Stores will have to adapt to
these demographic shifts
and smaller-basket, higherfrequency shopping
journeys.
Instore technology can
help improve the shopping
experience of elderly
customers, as well as
increase the speed,
convenience and levels of
access to information many
shoppers have become
accustomed to online and
via mobile.

Growing adoption of digital
tools and mobile
technologies will provide
greater data capture
opportunities to increase
customer, sales and
inventory visibility.
This visibility is driving the
Big Data revolution,
enabling greater levels of
analysis and segmentation
to boost engagement and
personalisation.

This will force operations
to boost efficiency of store
processes to keep costs
and prices low.
This pressure will increase
demand for technologyenabled automation in
response to skilled labour
shortages and minimum
wage regulations in
Western markets. Digital
store investment in
emerging markets will
increasingly be driven by
local players, less reliant
on legacy technology
limitations and adoption.

So stores will still have an
important role in the
shopper journey. Retailers
have to rejuvenate the
store experience.
Meanwhile, as online and
offline are merging, pure
players are seeking physical
presence.
The fourth industrial
revolution, driven by
digitalisation, will see
stores become fulfilment
and experience hubs.

This will drive productivity
and efficiency savings
instore and increase
demand for both
automation and selfservice technologies in
stores.

These will, in turn, help
cope with supply chain
disruption.
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Retail must revitalise the store, as seen at global retail tech events
Store tech trends and developments on show.
EuroCIS 2017, Düsseldorf

Retail Week Live 2017, London

• National Retail Federation Retail’s BIG
Show 2017, New York, USA

• EHI Retail Institute GmbH and Messe
Düsseldorf, Germany

• Retail Week, London, UK, in partnership
with Yext

• 34,500 attendees from 95 countries, 510
exhibitors occupying over 235,000 sq. ft.
with hundreds of retailer keynote and BIG
Ideas exhibitor sessions

• 540 exhibitors from >30 countries,
occupying 183,000 sq. ft. at annual panEuropean retail tech event

• More than 1,200 attendees, 50+ hours of
industry insight from business leaders and
technology sponsors, discussing the latest
retail and store tech innovations

Hot topic: Store optimisation takes
centre stage

Hot topic: Tech focuses on store
rejuvenation

Hot topics: CX personalisation via
human interaction or bots

NRF’s Retail BIG Show 2017 attendees roam one
of the many thoroughfares through the expo
halls.

Planet Retail’s Guided Innovation Tour introduced
visitors to eight innovative start-up exhibitors.

Planet Retail was Strategic Intelligence Partner for
this year’s Retail Week Live event in London.

• This year part of EuroShop event, which
takes place every three years

© NRF Retail’s BIG Show /Messe Düsseldorf-ctillmann / Retail Week

Retail’s BIG Show 2017, New York
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Trend 1: Track and trace evolves
Implications
Immediate: Retailers should adopt item-level RFID tagging to gain real-time
transparency on inventory, predominantly in clothing, where leaders are already striving
for 100% coverage.
Immediate: Item-level RFID tags can help manage shrink on high-value items, such as
health & beauty products, and streamline fresh food wastage and inventory
management, where margins are sufficient.
Immediate: Categories where smart labels or tags cannot be deployed (e.g. groceries)
video and image recognition technologies can help to monitor stock.
Immediate: New types of optical, machine-readable data inputs can provide extended
product information. Hidden barcodes, for example, can be used to make printed
material shoppable and increase checkout speed.

Target is implementing Avery Dennison RFID technology in more than 1,600 outlets for a variety
of categories including apparel and a number of home products. Tagged items can be
automatically identified and tracked, providing real-time transparency on stock. This will help
retailers to optimise inventory and improve customer experience across channels.

© Digimarc

© Checkpoint Systems

Immediate: Tracking shopper movements and behaviour instore via infrared, video or
mobile device should be used to help to optimise merchandising, assortments,
promotions and store planning.

More than 3,000 retail stores are now protecting P&G Gillette razor blades with Checkpoint iS AutoPeg
tags, designed for razor blades and other high-risk items displayed on peg hooks. The technology can
also help to minimise out-of-stocks.

Leveraging visual recognition technology from Digimarc, BMW ran a series of print ads, allowing
customers to scan images of vehicles on their smart phones using the Shazam app, which linked
directly to the BMW Retail Online site.
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Trend 1: Track and trace through sensors and robotics provides visibility to combat out-of-stocks
Recommendations
Immediate: To enable track and trace use-cases, retailers should invest in the appropriate
infrastructure, comprising instore Wi-Fi, IP video and any relevant RF-based sensors and
transmitters. Back-office systems need to be upgraded to enable real-time data
integration and access.
2017 and beyond: Depending on categories, product parts or entire ranges should
be tagged. Brands can expect more retailers to require products being equipped
with smart labels or new types of barcodes during the manufacturing process, and to
aid tracking and traceability. So modern Auto-ID technologies will become more
relevant in both downstream and upstream retail value chains.

Retrofitted to a store shelf, the WiseShelf solution is equipped with dozens of light sensors that detect
products positioned above them and transmit data via Wi-Fi to a management application. The
system prevents out-of-stocks by sending alerts when stock levels get low or critical. A row of
coloured LED lights on the front of the shelf creates a on-shelf visual presentation of the planogram.

Autonomous shelf auditing and analytics retail robot, Tally, provides retail associates with quick
information on product price, stock levels and shelf location for Lowe’s.
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Trend 2: Sense and respond capabilities enhance the store experience
Implications
Immediate: Analysing shopping behaviour by using sensors to identify customers as they
move through the store will provide rich data and help bricks and mortar retailers to gain
insights similar to the clickstream analytics available online.
2017 and beyond: Shoppers’ mobiles can be anonymously tracked, and also identified,
(when customers opt in) instore to enable retailers to target and incentivise them in
more engaging, personalised ways.
2017 and beyond: Sophisticated instore systems, such as interactive screens or magic
mirrors will automatically detect characteristics of customers, such as gender, age or skin
type and respond with tailored and relevant content or services.

Interactive tables at COOP Italia’s new Milan flagship use sensors to detect when customers move their hands
close to a product and prompt the display of detailed product information on digital screens.

ByReveal’s data-optimised pop-up shop uses the Intel Retail Sensor platform’s RFID and 3D camera
tools. The concept can be installed within 30 minutes and provides real-time data about products and
buying patterns. Its advanced data collection and video analytics can include facial recognition. The
concept promises to bring the same levels of visibility, typically available with clickstream analysis of
online activity, into the physical store.

Klikify, from Swedish start-up Selitera, enables app-free shopper digital signage and product interaction. Using
lighting and proximity-based technologies, shoppers use their mobile devices to interact with access,
bookmark, and share commercial content, or to purchase items.
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Trend 2: Sense and respond systems develop customer-centric applications
Recommendations
Immediate: Store infrastructure needs to be upgraded to support ‘sense and respond’
technologies. Store systems must have instant access to relevant merchandise and
customer data.
2017 and beyond: Predictive analytics, and machine-learning and cognitive
computing applications of AI will help develop systems that can better respond to
shopper demand and interactions.

Finnish retail giant Kesko recently piloted mobile integration of its K-Plussa loyalty scheme with
Walkbase Analytics, which were already being used instore, alongside a personalisation engine.
When a pilot K-Plussa member customer entered the store they were sent offers bespoke to them.
The offers were triggered by Walkbase’s Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-based platform, which can accurately
locate opt-in customers anywhere in the store. The pilot resulted in a 14% increase in basket size,
10% uplift in visit frequency, and 3% boost of average dwell time.

French start-up UBUDU’s Bluetooth and RFID sensor platform is designed to increase visibility on store
customer behaviour akin to the clickstream analyses available online for retailers like Decathlon. The platform
enables real-time, personalised customer engagement, using shopper mobiles, RFID-enabled loyalty cards or
tokens.
Deployed to 160 McDonald’s restaurants in Germany, UBUDU is being used to improve table service wait
times. French supermarket Intermarché is also using it to help customers navigate large stores and find items
on their shopping list, while fashion retailer Kiabi has deployed it to trigger loyalty rewards on entering a store
and push promotions based on location and purchase history via an app.
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Trend 3: Everything “self” becomes an important digital enabler
Implications
Immediate: Shoppers want control over all elements of the shopping journey. In
many cases they see using their own devices as more efficient and will increasingly
deploy their smartphones instore to retrieve product information, compare prices
and share shopping experiences as, well as scan and pay.
2017 and beyond: Self-service applications, such as self-checkouts or self-service kiosks
will become ubiquitous, particularly in the grocery sector. In most cases usage will be
optional, but in the mid-term, self-service-only or fully automated stores will evolve.

Wheelys has created a convenience store in Shanghai, named Wheelys 247, that has no employees.
Instead, an AI bot greets customers and grants them access inside after customers download an app
and save a credit card to their account. Once inside, they simply scan the barcodes of items they wish
to purchase, and then leave. Payment gets deducted from their credit card automatically.

With its Discover app, Swiss grocer Migros provides shoppers with detailed product information, such as
ingredients and nutritional value. They can also retrieve recipes, the app even recognises products via image
recognition. Migros has rolled out self-checkouts and scan-as-you-shop solutions comprehensively.
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Trend 3: Everything “self” represents great opportunities for differentiation
Recommendations
Immediate: Stores should embrace the use of shoppers’ own devices and provide secure
and free Wi-Fi connections to interact with customers, especially where the customer is
not using the retailer’s app and/or mobile data coverage is poor. Implementation of selfservice applications should be accompanied with training and marketing measures to
ensure and incentivise acceptance from customers and staff.
2017 and beyond: Sensor technology in combination with image recognition, AI,
machine-learning and improved user interfaces - via voice or gesture - will enable more
sophisticated self-service applications. Mobile will have significant a role to play here, in
facilitating the shopping journey from discovery to payment.
In December 2016, Amazon
made big news when it
unveiled it was trialling
Amazon Go, a checkout-free
convenience store, as
perhaps as one of the first
truly customer facing IoTbased deployments.
Dependent on computer
vision, sensor technology and
AI, the very functioning of this
store is made possible by the
networked communication
of embedded and internetconnected store and shopper
devices alongside accurate
inventory visibility and video
analytics.

UPDATE: Recently, the launch of the concept had to be postponed, as the technology experienced
problems when a high number of customers were shopping in the store. It can nevertheless be
predicted that technology will evolve and the checkout-less store will, eventually, become a reality.

Rewe is offering customers a self-checkout (SCO) option at more stores in Germany, a country
where retailers have historically been reluctant to implement self-service systems. But they are
now investing to meet demand, speed up service and cater to convenience baskets and formats.
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Trend 4: Merging offline with online
Implications
Immediate: Store employees need to be empowered to access as much product
information as customers via digital touch points, such as EPOS, kiosks, mobile
devices and/or wearables.
2017 and Beyond: Advanced technologies, such as VR and AR will help to further
merge online and offline, physical shopping experiences.

(c) Metro Group

2017 and Beyond: Store systems are being enabled for mobile and even virtualized
to link with e-commerce applications for consistent access to product information
and availability.
2017 and Beyond: Online will have to gain physical presence. Pure players will open
stores and/or maintain partnerships with bricks and mortar, even though they may
exist largely as showrooms for wider ranges and services, and fulfilment hubs.
Metro Group opened its first Media Markt digital store in Barcelona, where it has removed checkouts to
offer virtual catalogues and expert advice sessions, and customers can experience virtual reality.

Chinese online giant Alibaba cooperated with US department store operator Macy‘s for Singles Day
to create a VR-enhanced shopping experience where shoppers can pay by nodding their head.

Lowe’s is rolling out an AR app to help shoppers navigate the fastest route around a store to find items on
their shopping lists. Powered by Google's Tango, the indoor-mapping technology uses special 3D depthsensing camera functionality.
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Trend 4: Merging offline with online – mobile, AR, VR & voice as connected shopping assistants
Recommendations
Immediate: Retailers should implement services that link up physical stores with
online, such as endless aisles and click & collect, that creates a consistent brand
experience rather than a channel experience. Retailers should also experiment with
relevant AR and VR applications now.
2017 and Beyond: Customers will no longer accept inconsistencies in their shopping
journeys across channels. They will look to digital services, enabled online and via
mobile, to enhance store experiences. Watch for developments in AR for its ability
to overlay virtual location, product and promotional information on the shopper’s
physical environment.

Sephora implemented a cross-platform virtual make-up artist app to personalise the sales process.

IKEA is using Google’s Tango AR to enable customers to measure any room and style it with the
retailer’s virtually represented products.

Alfamart last year partnered with startup Slingshot MindStores to launch a direct-selling 3D virtual
storefront, called ALFAMIND, in addition to introducing a complimentary instore click & collect service.
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Trend 5: Automated store operations
Implications
Automation technologies will make store operations more efficient and relieve store
staff from tedious tasks in order to free them up to interact more with customers.
Robots will no longer be restricted to working behind the scenes, but increasingly
face customers and assist them in their shopping journeys.

Portuguese retail group Sonae is testing a self-driving shopping cart, developed in co-operation with
technology start-up Follow Inspiration. The cart, dubbed wiiGo, can be used by handicapped, elderly
or pregnant shoppers, following them throughout the store. Thanks to latest image recognition
technology, wiiGO identifies its user in less than two seconds. Distance sensors allow the robot to
identify and avoid any obstacle along the way. Hypermarket operator Auchan also piloted the
technology at one of its outlets in France.

(c) Lowe‘s

(c) Follow Inspiration

There is a caveat though: customers will continue to want human interaction. A good
balance between automation and human contact must be achieved.

Home improvement retailer Lowe’s rolled out autonomous robots at 11 of its San Francisco stores.
The robots, called LoweBot, are capable of understanding multiple languages and use a 3D scanner
to detect people in the stores. Shoppers can seek the robot’s help to search for any product either
by talking to it or by typing items into a touchscreen on its chest. The robot then guides them to the
products using smart laser sensors.
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Trend 5: Automated operations can bring the efficiencies of the warehouse into the store
Recommendations
Immediate: Deployment of robotics in stores will initially focus on back-store ops.
Customer-facing robots can still be seen as gimmicks, but will gain more significance
over time.
2017 and beyond: Fast developments in robotics as well as machine-learning and AI
will enable robots to carry out more sophisticated tasks, e.g. automatically pick fresh
produce or enable stores to function as delivery hubs.

The Starship delivery robot is designed to move among pedestrian traffic. Equipped with cameras and
sensors, it avoids obstacles and moves fully autonomously, but is observed from a remote service
centre. The system is currently piloted by parcel and food delivery services, as well as retailers in five
countries (USA, UK, Germany, Switzerland and Estonia). A Saturn electronics superstore in Dusseldorf,
Germany is already using it to fulfil customer orders in the local area.

© Huichan Zhao/Organic Robotics Lab, Cornell University

Researchers at Cornell University have developed a soft robotic hand with a touch delicate enough to sort
tomatoes and find the ripest one.
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Planet Retail’s ranking of instore technologies to watch 2017 and beyond:
Technology

Value to
consumers

Value to brands

Value to
retailers

Maturity of
technology

Ease of
implementation

Cost
effectiveness

Retail sectors/
Formats

Mobile Assistant
(for employees)

Fashion,
dept. stores,
electronics

Mobile POS

Big box,
fashion,
dept. stores

Location based
services/indoor
navigation

Big box,
fashion stores

Mobile Payment

All (particularly
QSR and
convenience)

Backroom
automation

Dept. store,
fashion

Augmented
Reality (AR)

Dept. Store, DIY,
Fashion

IoT

All

Customer-facing
Robotics

Dept. Stores,
DIY, Big Box
High

Medium

Low
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